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ABSTRACT Text classification is one of the most important and typical tasks in Natural Language
Processing (NLP)which can be applied formany applications. Recently, deep learning approaches has shown
their advantages in solving text classification problem, in which Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is
one of the most successful model in the field. In this paper, we propose a novel deep learning approach for
categorizing text documents by using scope-based convolutional neural network. Different from window-
based CNN, scope does not require the words that construct a local feature have to be contiguous. It can
represent deeper local information of text data. We propose a large-scale scope-based convolutional neural
network (LSS-CNN), which is based on scope convolution, aggregation optimization, and max pooling
operation. Based on these techniques, we can gradually extract the most valuable local information of the text
document. This paper also discusses how to effectively calculate the scope-based information and parallel
training for large-scale datasets. Extensive experiments have been conducted on real datasets to compare our
model with several state-of-the-art approaches. The experimental results show that LSS-CNN can achieve
both effectiveness and good scalability on big text data.

INDEX TERMS Text classification, deep learning, convolutional neural network, scope-based convolution,
local feature.

I. INTRODUCTION
The task of text classification (a.k.a. text tagging, text fil-
tering or text categorization) is a process of categorizing
a text document into one or multiple predefined categories
based on the content. Concretely, the target is to build a
classifier which takes a text document as an input, then
automatically assigns relevant labels according its content.
These text documents can be emails, comments, or movie
reviews. Accordingly the labels can be spam/non-spam,
positive/negative/neutral or review scores.

Text classification plays an important role in Natural
Language Processing (NLP). It is widely adopted in many
applications. For example, most of news services today needs
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to automatically organize a large volume of new articles
every single day [1]. All the modern mail services provide
a function to determine either a mail is a junk mail auto-
matically [2]. Other applications include sentiment analy-
sis [3], topic modelling [4], language translation [5], and
intent detection [6], etc.

Text classification is a challenge problem. The sparse, high
dimensional, and existence of irrelevant or noisy character-
istics of text make it a non-trivial job to develop a good
classifier for large-scale text data. Because of its impor-
tance and challenge, a lot of methods range from traditional
feature engineering classification methods [7]–[10] with
hand-crafted features to emerging deep learning methods
[1], [11]–[15] have been proposed to solve the problem.

CNN is one of the most successful deep feed-forward
network. Just like the other deep learning models, CNN is
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composed of multiple processing layers including one input
layer, multiple hidden layers and one output layer. It utilize
simple raw text data as the input and gradually transform it
into higher and more abstract representation. Among all the
hidden layers used in CNN, convolutional layer is the most
special one. It is also the key feature to make the approach
success. Except the convolution layer, there are also pooling
layers (a.k.a subsampling layers) and several fully connected
layers, which are widely used in a traditional feedforward
neural network.

Traditional convolutional layer conduct convolution oper-
ation based on a sliding window. In this way, all the local
informations within a semantic block of the certain length can
be captured. Each neuron in a neural network computes an
output value by applying a linear or non-linear function to the
input values, which come from the the receptive field in the
previous layer. The function is determined by a filter, which
is a vector of weights and a bias. As different semantic blocks
may have different lengths. Existing methods often utilize a
group of sliding windows with different lengths to capture the
different local informations [11], [12], [16], [17].

Although CNN is a good choice for text classification,
it still has potential for improvement. First, to achieve a good
result for a text classification task, a group of window sizes
needs to be specified. The problem is that there are a lot
of combinations to select. It is not an easy job for a user
to discover a good setting for the optimal combination of
window sizes. Suppose that the largest value for a length
that we will use is n, any combination of values that is less
than or equal to n is a valid combination. Thus there are
2n combinations for users to select. A user needs a lot of
experimental studies to achieve the full capacity of CNN for a
real world text classification task. And different datasets may
need different settings to achieve the optimal results.

Another important issue is that traditional CNN cannot
capture the complicated deeper local features of text data.
Since sliding window approach consider only the continuous
language semantics. While in many languages (e.g. Slavic
languages, Chinese and German languages), parts of phrases
could be separated by several other words. Based on stud-
ies in [18], discontinuities is a common problem in NLP
applications. Even in English, a rigid language, discontinuity
can happen (e.g. ‘‘She was, I believe, lying.’’). A important
thing is that the discontinuities destroy the direct connection
between words or phrases in a text data. In which cases,
choosing any window size cannot accurately capture the local
features.

To this end, we propose a new convolutional neural net-
work to solve all these problems. A user only need to set
the largest length of a semantic block, which is much eas-
ier compared with selecting in a combination of window
lengths. And it can effectively capture the complicated local
features including discontinuities occur in the text context.
The approach utilizes a flexible convolution operation, which
is based on a concept called scope. The scope only impose
restriction on the distance between elements (i.e. words

or phrases) in a text document. The idea comes from a intu-
ition that if an element x has a strong connection to another
element y, the distance between x and y should not be too far
away. We use term scope to represent the maximum distance
that we allow.

We also propose several optimized techniques to boost the
process of discovering local feature and increase the scalabil-
ity of the methods. Together we propose a large-scale scope-
based convolutional neural network (LSS-CNN) for text
classification problem. The approach can not only effectively
capture complicated local features, but also reduce human
effect to select a good setting. It can discover the deeper local
information that hides within an abstract representation of a
variable length text or a discontinuous text structure. We also
propose an aggregation optimization, and poolingmechanism
to merge the local features and select the most signification
one to fit in the next layers. The new approach can be taken
as a generalization of traditional CNN, since if a good feature
is discovered by sliding windows, it can also be captured by
LSS-CNN. And LSS-CNN can discover better and deeper
local features.

In order to show the effectiveness and efficiency of this
method, we conduct extensive experiments to study our pro-
posed approach. We also compare it with several state-of-the-
art methods on the eight real datasets. The experimental result
show that LSS-CNN can achieve high effectiveness and good
scalability on big text corpora.

In summary, the contributions of this paper include:
• We propose LSS-CNN, a new large-scale scope-based
convolutional neural network model. Based on scope
convolution operation, pooling mechanism, it can effec-
tively capture complicated local features of text data and
reduce human effort to select a good setting.

• We propose several optimizations to boost the classifica-
tion process, whichmake it possible to handle large scale
text data, and achieve more efficient text classification
on big text corpora.

• We conduct extensive experimental study on several real
datasets, and we conduct a comparison with existing
state-of-the-art approaches to demonstrate the effective-
ness of the proposed method.

II. RELATED WORK
A. TEXT CLASSIFICATION
The study of text classification has a long history, which can
be mainly separated into three stages.

In the first stage, text classification is achieved by cre-
ating a set of hand-crafted linguistic rules [19], [20]. The
good point of these approach is that since rules are human
comprehensible, they can be improved over time. However,
creating rules requires extensive domain knowledge [21] and
it is still time-consuming to create rules for a complicated
text classification tasks. And different rules may be conflicted
with each other. Thus these method cannot scale well.

In the second stages, machine learning methods are
adopted in text classification. Instead of using hand-crafted
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rules, machine learning based methods [7]–[10] try to learn
classification rules from pre-labelled examples. In this way,
a machine learning algorithm can learns the different asso-
ciations between pieces of text and some particular tags
automatically [22]. Thus it can discover the rules with-
out human efforts, which can achieve more accurate than
hand-crafted rules methods, especially on complicated tasks.
Bayesian classifier [23], decision tree [24] and support vector
machine [25] are widely used machine learning methods.

Although machine learning approach can achieve rela-
tive good result, it still needs to carefully extract features
for text data. The extracted features play a key role in the
effectiveness of a system [26]. Bag-of-words (i.e. BOW) and
n-grams representation are mostly used text representation
techniques [21]. The frequency of terms (or words) or the
variant such as term frequency-inverse document frequency
(TF-IDF), information gain or entropy, or mutual information
x2 statistic, generalized singular value decomposition of val-
ues can be used as features [21]. Based on those techniques,
a text document is mapped into a high dimensional feature
vector. It is obviously, these approaches loses all the word
order information and only retaining the frequency of the
terms in the document.

To solve the problem of text representation and take advan-
tage of word order information, deep learning methods [1],
[11]–[15] are proposed in the third stage. These methods
are inspired by how the human brain works. It can achieve
high accuracy with less need of engineered features. Thus it
help reduce human effort to extract features for the classi-
fiers. Recently, models based on deep learning networks have
become increasingly popular [27]–[29].

B. DEEP LEARNING NEURAL NETWORK
The most popular deep learning architecture used in text clas-
sification is Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) because
its capability to capture local information [11]. CNN was
first invented for solving computer vision problem. It is now
the dominant approach for feature extraction from audio,
video or textual data. The idea of using sliding windows to
conduct convolution for text data is first proposed in [30].
It was further improved in [11] by adopting filters with
multiple window sizes. Reference [12] use Dynamic k-Max
Pooling to conduct semantic modelling of sentences. [16]
use n-gram features to exploit interactions between words.
Reference [17] improved the performance on short text using
a taxonomy knowledge base. Reference [31] deepen the net-
work without dramatically increasing the computational cost.
Reference [32] proposed a simple linearmodel to conduct fast
text classification. Reference [1] proposed a recurrent convo-
lutional neural network, which utilizes a recurrent structure
to capture contextual information. Reference [15] use dense
connections between different convolution layers to extract
variable-size features.

Except CNN, RNN is also an important deep learning
model. Reference [33] proposed a RNN based multi task
learning method, which jointly learns across multiple related

tasks to solve insufficient training data issue. Reference [34]
utilized a long short-term memory recurrent neural network
(LSTM) combined with CNN phrase representation for text
classification. Reference [35] utilize Tree-structure LSTM,
a variant of RNN to improve semantic representation. One
important problem in deep learning is how to represent text
data. Word embedding is current the best solution.

C. WORD EMBEDDING
The target of word embedding is to map a word from
high dimensional text data to a real number vector within
a continuous vector space of much lower dimensions. It is
an important method to solve the sparsity problem of the
text data (a.k.a curse of dimensionality). Currently, the most
successful word embedding toolkits are word2vec [36] and
GloVe [37]. There are also several other variant word embed-
ding approaches. In [38], they use a sparse Shifted Posi-
tive PMI word-context matrix to represent words. In [39]
sentiment-specific word embedding was learnt from the pos-
itive and negative emoticons collected in massive distant-
supervised tweets.

Recently, the development of deep learning neural net-
works and word embedding have brought new inspiration to
various NLP tasks. In [40], researchers found that most of
parameters in a model can be pre-trained, such that only one
additional output layer is needed for a wide range of tasks,
such as text classification, next sentence prediction, question
answering and language inference. Our work is also based on
pre-trained word embedding.

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION AND PRELIMINARIES
A. PROBLEM DEFINITION
The problem of text classification is defined as follows. Given
a set of text documents D = {d1, d2, . . . dN }, such that each
document is tagged with a set of labels. Each tag is drawn
from a set of x different labels {l1, l2, . . . lx}. The target is
to construct a classification model, which relates the text
documents to their labels. Thus for a given test document,
the trainedmodel can predict the set of labels for that instance.
By performing the prediction, we actually predict a proba-
bility value for each label, such that if the result is larger
than 0.5 will be taken as accept label. Notice that in this
work, we consider the assignment of multiple labels. It can
be easily modified to solve single label classification problem
(i.e. There is only one label for each text document), in which
only one label with the maximum probability value will be
assigned to the test instance.

B. PRELIMINARIES
1) DOCUMENT REPRESENTATION
We represent a text document as a sequence of words, that
d = w1 w2 . . .w|d |, in which wi represents a word located at
position i in the document d . A subsequence of d is a new
sequence of words, which are derived from d by deleting
some words without modifying the order of the remaining
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words. We use sub(d) to represent the subsequence. Consider
a document d = w1 w2 w3 w4, sub(d) = w1 w2 w3 is
a subsequence. We use Csub(d) to represent all the subse-
quences of d . In the example that d = w1 w2 w3 w4,
Csub(d) = {∅,w1,w2,w3,w1 w2,w2 w3,w1 w3,w1 w2 w3}.
There are 2|d | subsequences for a text document d . We utilize
dis(wi,wj) to represent the distance from word wi to word wj,
such that dis(wi,wj) = j− i.

2) DOCUMENT PADDING
Notice that text documents do not always have the same
length, which brings difficulties to fit variable-length text
documents to a deep learning model. Thus we first do an
operation to transform the variable-length text documents to
a fixed-length representation. We achieve that by padding
documents to the maximum document length. Concretely,
we represent each document with n words, in which n is the
maximum length of document inD, i.e. n = max(|d |), d ∈ D.
We pad those text documents with length less than n by
adding word NULL to the end. Thus that after the padding
all documents have n words.

3) WORD EMBEDDING
The target is to map each word into a pre-trained vec-
tor. By using an existing embedding toolkit (e.g. word2vec
or GloVe), a wordwi is transformed to a d-dimensional vector
vi ∈ Rd . In this way, wemap the representation of a document
from a sequence of words to a sequence of fixed length vector
(i.e. a matrix with fixed shape n × d , in which n is the
number of pre-trained word vectors, and d is the dimension
of each word vector). Notice that we use 0d , a d-dimensional
zero vector, to represent the special word NULL. After the
transform, the whole document set D can be represented as
a matrix of N × n × d . All the subsequence and k-scope
sequence based onword representation are also applied on the
vector representation of document. i.e. d = v1 v2 . . . vn. For
the sake of simplicity, if we do not emphasize it is based word
representation, wemean the vector representation hereinafter.

4) VECTOR CONCATENATION
We use vi ⊕ vj or ⊕(vi, vj) to represent the new vector by
concatenating the word vectors vi and vj, such that vi⊕ vj is a
2 × d dimensional vector, which is called the concatenation
of vi and vj. Similarly, we can get a 3×m dimensional vector
by concatenating three word vectors vi⊕vj⊕vk . For the sake
of consistency, we let ⊕(vi) = vi. We use ⊕(d) to represent
the concatenation of all the word vectors in document d . And
similarly ⊕(sub(d)) represents the concatenation of all the
word vectors in the subsequence sub(d).

IV. SCOPE-BASED CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK
In this section, we present scope-based convolutional neural
network. We first explain the concept of scope.
Scope: The concept of scope is actually represent a con-

straint of distance.We call word vi andword vj satisfy k-scope
constraint iff dis(vi, vj) ≤ k . For each position i, we use

a definition called k-scope sequence to represent an ordered
sequence of word vectors that satisfy the k constraints with vi.
The formal definition is given in Definition 1. The idea of
k-scope is based on intuition that two words with strong
connects should not be too far away.
Definition 1 (k-Scope Sequence): Consider a position i in

the text document d, the k-scope sequence of position i is
a word vector sequence Ski , such that each word vj ∈ Ski
satisfies 0 ≤ dis(vi, vj) ≤ k. And for each vj ∈ Ski and
vj′ ∈ Ski , vi precedes vj iff i < j.

Consider an example d = v1 v2 v3 v4 v5, k = 1 and i = 3,
we have S13 = v2 v3 v4.

For CNN, convolution operation is the key operation. Next
we present how to utilize the concept of k-scope to conduct
convolution operation.

A. K-SCOPE CONVOLUTION
1) k-SCOPE CONCATENATION SET
Our convolution operation is based on k-scope sequence.
We call it k-scope convolution, which is used to capture
the local feature within a k-scope sequence. Specifically,
a k-scope convolution operation is conducted on each posi-
tion in a text document d . And the k-scope convolution
operation at position i takes responsibility to compute the
local feature within a region that is at most k distance from
the position i. To compute the deeper local feature, we con-
sider all the concatenation that within k-scope sequence of vi
(i.e. all the subsequence of Ski ). The formal definition of k-
scope concatenation set is given in Definition 2.
Definition 2 (k-Scope Concatenation Set): Consider a

position i in document d, the k-scope concatenation set of
position i is a vector set ]ki , which contains concatenations
of all the subsequences of k-scope sequence of vi, i.e. ]ki =
{⊕(x) | x ∈ Csub(Ski )}. The whole k-scope concatenation
set is the set union of all the k-scope concatenation sets, i.e.
]
k
= ]

k
1 ∪ ]

k
2, . . . ∪ ]

k
n.

Consider the example d = v1 v2 v3 v4 v5, let k =
1, the k-scope concatenation set for position 2 is ]12 =
{v1, v2, v3, v1 ⊕ v2, v1 ⊕ v3, v2 ⊕ v3, v1 ⊕ v2 ⊕ v3}. In this
way, for a convolutional layer of the network, we needs
n× m× (22k+1 − 1) neural cells.
Notice that this representation of local features is not good

enough, as there is redundancy for the convolution operation.
Consider the k-scope concatenation set for position 3 is ]13 =
{v2, v3, v4, v2 ⊕ v3, v2 ⊕ v4, v3 ⊕ v4, v2 ⊕ v3 ⊕ v4}. There
are three redundancy computation v2, v3 and v2 ⊕ v3 for
]
1
3 and ]

1
2.

We can easily eliminate the redundancy by fixing the start
position. We call it k-scope concatenation set with fixed start
position, the formal definition is given in Definition 3.
Definition 3 (k-Scope Concatenation Set With Fixed Start

Position): Given a position i in document d, the k-scope
concatenation set with fixed start position of i is a vector set
]̂
k
i , which contains concatenations of all the subsequences of

k-scope sequence of vi and the subsequences start with vi, i.e.
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]̂
k
i = {⊕(x) | x ∈ Csub(S

k
i ) ∧ x1 = vi}. The whole k-scope

concatenation set with fixed start position is the set union of
all the k-scope concatenation sets with fixed start position,
i.e. ]̂k = ]̂k1 ∪ ]̂

k
2, . . . ∪ ]̂

k
n.

For example, let k = 2, the k-scope concatenation set with
fixed start position for position 2 is ]̂22 = {w2,w2⊕w3,w2⊕

w4,w2 ⊕ w3 ⊕ w4}.
Now, we show that k-scope concatenation set with fixed

start position is good enough to replace k-scope concatena-
tion set. We prove the k-scope concatenation set with fixed
start position satisfies Theorem 1.
Theorem 1: For a text document, the k-scope concatena-

tion set with fixed start position ]̂k covers the (bk/2c)-scope
concatenation set]bk/2c, but do not have redundant elements.

Proof: Consider k is an even number, (bk/2c)-scope
concatenation set ]bk/2c contains all the subsequences of
bk/2c-scope sequence with the max length of bk/2c× 2+ 1.
While the k-scope concatenation set with fixed start position
]̂
k contains all the subsequences of k-scope sequence with

the max length of k+1. Since k+1 = bk/2c×2+1, the two
set are equivalent. Notice that the elements in ]bk/2ci are
separated inmany ]̂kj sets, in which i−bk/2c ≤ j ≤ i+bk/2c.
Next consider k is an odd number, now we have k + 1 >

bk/2c×2+1. In this case, the k-scope concatenation set with
fixed start position covers the (bk/2c)-scope concatenation
set. Since for any element in ]̂ki , we do not have redundant
elements, and for any two different element x ∈ ]̂ki and
y ∈ ]̂kj , x starts with vi and y starts vj. They can not be
the same. Thus the k-scope concatenation set with fixed start
position do not have redundant elements. Thus the theorem
holds.

For the sake of simplicity, hereinafter we use k-scope
concatenation set to represent the k-scope concatenation set
with fixed start position.

2) COMPUTE k-SCOPE CONVOLUTION SET
The computation of k-scope concatenation set can be effi-
ciently achieved using a dynamic programming algorithm as
depicted in Alg. 1. For each position i, we concatenate the
word vector vj that satisfies k-scope constraint with vi into
the current temporary concatenation set. Initially we set each
temporary concatenation set ]̂ki to be empty.
Consider k = 2, d = v1 v2 v3 v4 v5. To compute

the k-scope concatenation set ]̂21, we first consider the first
word vector v1. Since the current concatenation set is empty,
we directly add it into the set. Then the current set is
]̂
2
1 = {v1}. Next we consider the second element in S21 , v2.

Since currently there is an element v1 in the concatenation
set, we can concatenate it with v2, which generate v1 ⊕ v2,
and the concatenation set is updated as ]̂21 = {v1, v1 ⊕ v2}.
Next we consider the third element v3. By concatenating with
existing concatenation set {v1, v1⊕ v2}, we generate two new
elements v1⊕v3 and v1⊕v2⊕v3. Similarly we add them to the
current concatenation set. As v3 is the last element, we just
finish the process. Finally the method generates the result

Algorithm 1 COMPUTEKSCOPECONVSET(d, k)
Input: d : a text document

k: scope
Output: ]̂k : k-scope set

1 ]̂
k
← ∅ ;

2 for i← 1 to |d | do
3 ]̂

k
i ← ∅ ;

4 for j← i to min(i+ k, |d |) do
5 t ← |]̂ki | ;
6 if t = 0 then
7 ]̂

k
i .add(dj) ;

8 else
/* Concatenate word vector vj

with elements in ]̂ki */
9 for x ← 1 to t do

10 ]̂
k
i .add(]̂

k
i [x]⊕ vj) ;

11 ]̂
k
.add(]̂ki ) ;

12 return ]̂k ;

]̂
2
1 = {v1, v1⊕ v2, v1⊕ v3, v1⊕ v2⊕ v3}. In this way, for the

first convolutional layer of the network, we needs n×m× 2k

nodes.
We use f (·) to represent an active function utilized to gener-

ate a local feature for each element (i.e. concatenated vector)
in the k-scope concatenation set. The output of a element
x ∈ ]̂ki is given in Equation 1. The activation function is used
to adjust the output of convolutional layer. A lot of non-linear
activation function can be used, such as sigmoid, tanh, and
ReLU. Based on that, we get an active value.

f (x) = f (x, ω) = activation(
∑
i

xi × ωi + b) (1)

In the equation, we use ω to represent the weights on the
element x. Take v1 ⊕ v2 ⊕ v3 for example, the ω is a vector
with 3 × m dimensions, which is the length of concatenated
vector x. We add another weight b for a bias weight. For the
sake of simplicity, we use f (x) instead of f (x, ω) which omits
the ω hereinafter.

The example of 2-scope convolution is illustrated
in Figure 1. For the the convolutional layer, the input is the
document, which is a sequence of word vectors v1 v2 . . . vn.
For each position i, there is a convolution cell (i.e. nerve
cell) Ci which conduct a convolution operation base on word
vector vivi+1 . . . vi+k and generate a group of active values
(e.g. f (v2), f (v2 ⊕ v3), f (v2 ⊕ v4), f (v2 ⊕ v3 ⊕ v4)) as the
output, which is the local features generated from the input
document.

B. AGGREGATION OPTIMIZATION
Based on k-scope convolution technique, the method will
firstly generate a group of features for each position i.
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FIGURE 1. (Better viewed in color) Intuitive illustration of a k-scope convolution layer. In this example, we show the input and output for the
2-convolutional layer. The input part of the layer is a document d , which is a sequence of word vectors v1 v2 . . . vn. After the convolution operation,
2-scope convolutional features are generated as the output, which contains a group of activate values, which is computed based on activate function
(e.g. f (v2), f (v2 ⊕ v3), f (v2 ⊕ v4), f (v2 ⊕ v3 ⊕ v4)).

For k-scope convolutional method, we will generate 2k fea-
tures for a position i. Thus, totally we will generate n × 2k

features. Consider the example in Fig. 1, that k = 2, after the
convolutional operation, we will generate n × 2k = 4 × n
features.

By increasing k in the k-scope convolutional operation,
we can discover deeper local information in the text doc-
ument. However, one problem of increasing k is that we
have to take larger space to hold the output features. In the
given example, 4 times larger feature space. What’s more,
if we connect it to another convolutional layer, the number of
features will dramatically increase to 16 times. Thus it will
exponentially slow down the whole learning process and lead
to poor scalability as we need to adjust muchmore parameters
to train the subsequent layers in the network.

To solve the problem, we propose amethod called aggrega-
tion optimization. It conduct a aggregation operation on each
position in the convolution layer and serve as a middleware
to aggregate the active values generated by a convolution
cellCi. It works like a pooling operation except that a pooling
is utilized to conduct down sampling by summarizing the
features in the whole layer. While aggregation optimization
conduct down sampling by summarizing the features for each
convolution cell Ci.
Aggregation operation can help to select the most signifi-

cant feature from each k-scope concatenation set of position i.
The formal operation conducted in aggregation optimization
on convolution cell Ci is given in Equation 2. The result is
taken as a new feature for position i.

ai = max
x∈]ki

f (x)

= max



f (wi),
f (wi ⊕ wi+1),
f (wi ⊕ wi+2),
. . . ,

f (wi ⊕ wi+1 ⊕ . . .⊕ wk )

(2)

We call the neural cell, which conducts the aggrega-
tion optimization, aggression cell. Based on the aggregation

optimization, the output of the whole convolution layer will
be an n-dimensional vector, which is actually the same length
with the input document d . It can be easily fed to another
k-scope convolutional layer without increasing the number
of convolution cells. Thus that the next convolution layer can
take it as a new input document, which is actually a high-
level abstract representation of the best local features in the
previous layer.

Except reducing the number of parameters in the network
and boost the learning process, another advantage of the
aggregation optimization is that since we present each posi-
tion i of document into one local feature. And for a n-length
document, it can at most hold n detailed informations. Using
this representation, we still hold all the details without losing
any information.

Fig. 2 show the illustration of feeding the input document
through multi convolution layers. For each convolutional
layer, there are two kinds of cells. We use Ci,j to denote
j-th convolution cell on the layer i. Ai,j is the corresponding
aggregation cell on layer i. The input document is first fed to
the Layer 1, in which the k-scope convolution set of position
j is firstly computed by convolution cell C1,j, then the most
significant activate value is selected by aggregation cell A1,j.
After that, we generate an n dimensional vector as the output.
Then the output result will be taken as input to feed to Layer 2,
and so on.
Pooling Mechanism:We also bring in a filter and pooling

mechanism to further reduce the dimension of the representa-
tion and control over-fitting. For each layer, we create a group
of different filters for a convolutional layer, and combine
the result in a pooling layer, whose function is to select the
most significant feature among all the filters. It also help
progressively reduce the size of the representation to reduce
the amount of parameters and computation for the subsequent
layers in the network.

C. MODEL ARCHITECTURE
Based on proposed scope-based convolution, aggregation and
pooling method, we propose our model architecture, which is
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FIGURE 2. (Better viewed in color) Intuitive illustration of k-scope convolution and aggregation optimization. In this example, k = 2. In the Layer 1,
it first conduct 2-scope convolution operation in each convolution neural cell C1,i , in which i ∈ [1, n]. Then it conduct aggregation optimization in
aggregation cell, to select the most significant activate value. Those activate values is taken as the new input for Layer 2. Similarly process is conducted
on Layer 2 and generate new features fed forward to Layer 3, etc.

illustrated in Fig. 3. The whole framework includes one input
layer, several scope-based convolutional layers and pooling
layers, one fully connected network, and one output layer.

The input layer takes a text document as an n × d matrix.
The matrix is fed to the k-scope convolutional layer, which
conduct k-scope convolution and aggregation operations and
generate n features. By utilizing multiple filters, we generate
n× m features, in which m is the number of filters.

Then we connect it to a max pooling layer to further
merge the neighbour units thus it can reduce the dimen-
sion of the representation and generate a high-level features
for the next layer. Then output is fed forward to another
k-scope convolutional layer. We repeat the process for sev-
eral rounds to progressively transform the text to high-level
representation and extract the local informations until the
representation is good enough to be fed in a fully connected
network.

For the fully connected network, we utilize ReLU as the
active function for the hidden layers and Softmax function,
a generalization of logistic regression to handle multiple
classes, as the output layer to compute the probability dis-
tribution over all the pre-defined categories.

We utilize stochastic gradient descent (SGD) as the learn-
ing algorithm for back-propagate to update the parameters of
the objective in the network and minimize the loss function in

systemic manner. We also adopt a dropout operation [41] as
a regularization technique to reduce overfitting in the neural
network.

To further accelerate the performance and improve the
scalability, we conduct parallel training using multiple-
CPU machine. Notice that our approach conduct k-scope
convolution operation and aggregation operation on each
position i. The computation on different positions are fully
vectorized and separated, such that we can easily transform
the whole computation into a parallel manner. Consider
using thread number p, we separate a text document into
p parts. Each thread handles the computation of positions
b
n
pc or d

n
pe. In this way, we can achieve the near fully parallel

computation.

V. EXPERIMENTS
A. DATASETS
The experiments were conducted on eight real large-scale
datasets, which are released in [13] including AG’s news
corpus(AG), Sogou news corpus(Sogou), DBPedia ontology
dataset, Yelp review polarity dataset(Yelp P.), Yelp review full
dataset (Yelp F.), Amazon review polarity dataset(Amazon
P.), Amazon review full dataset(Amazon F.), and Yahoo
answers dataset(Yahoo). The statistics of these datasets can
be found in Table 1.
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FIGURE 3. (Better viewed in color) Architecture of SCNN model.

TABLE 1. Dataset statistics.

B. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
Our word embeddings is from GloVe [37]. The dimension of
pre-trained word vector d = 300. The input text sequence
was padded to a fixed length n, which is the maximum text
document length. For AG’s News, SogouNews andDBPedia,
n = 100; For other dataset n = 300 respectively. For all the
datasets, we set scope parameter k = 5, which conducts 5-
scope convolution process. We utilize 3 filters in the model.
We modify number of k-scope convolutional layer and max
pooling layer to study the influence of the scope parameter k .
Training Settings:We used SGD with a mini-batch of 256.

The learning rate is initially set to be 0.01 and gradually
decreased to 1e−8. The training process lasts 20 epoches on
all the datasets. We applied ‘‘L2’’ regularization and dropout
rate is 0.5 for training data.

FIGURE 4. Accuracy with different scope sizes.

C. TUNING OF HYPERPARAMTERS
1) SCOPE SIZE
We modify the scope parameter k range from 2 to 7 to study
how performance is influenced by the scope size k . As shown
in Figure 4, we can find with the increase of scope size k ,

FIGURE 5. Accuracy with different network depths.

the trend of accuracy can be separated in two stages. From
k = 2 to k = 5, the accuracy is significantly influenced
by scope size k , that is when k increase the accuracy also
increase; while from k = 5 to k = 7, the accuracy is not
significantly influenced by k . The result show that 5 is a
recommended scope to capture the local features for common
text data. The result is in line with the intuition that the words
that have a strong connection to each other should be too far
away.

2) NETWORK DEPTH
We evaluated how performance is influenced by the network
depth l in Fig. 5. We set the scope of k = 5 and modify the
number of k-scope convolutional layer and pooling layers.
We find that with the increase of network depth, the perfor-
mance is further improved for large datasets like Amazon P.
and Amazon F.;While for a small dataset such like AG, it first
increased from l = 1 to 2, then stopped increasing from 2 to
4, and slightly decreased by further increasing network depth
from 4 to 5. The result show that our model can achieve a
quite good result with relative few network depth, and deeper
network can achieve better performance for larger datasets
as we have more learnable parameters. But for small dataset,
deeper network also may lead to overfitting. 2 or 3 is a
recommend network depth for common text data.

D. SCALABILITY
We also study the scalability of the proposed model. We first
study how multiple-CPU influenced the performance.
Then we compared the time cost by training different dataset.
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TABLE 2. Discontinuous local features discovered by LSS-CNN.

FIGURE 6. Time cost with parallel training.

Fig. 6 show the time cost of parallel training with different
thread number. We conduct the experiment on machine with
8 cores. Thus at most we can test on the parallel training cost
with 8 threads. We test the training time cost using 1, 2, 4 and
8 threads. We conduct the experiment on DBPedia dataset.
We scaled the percent of training dataset from 10% to 100%
and test the elapsed time cost. We found that our model could
achieve nearly fully parallel acceleration.

FIGURE 7. Time cost with different data sizes.

Then we fixed using 8 threads, and conduct experiments on
all the 8 datasets.We still scaled the percent of training dataset
from 10% to 100% and test the elapsed time cost. Fig. 7
show the elapsed time cost by training different datasets with
different data sizes. We find the time cost of our proposed
method increases almost linearly with the data size. The result
show that our proposed scope-based convolution operation
and aggregation optimization have a good scalability and can
be effectively conducted on big data corpus under multi-CPU
environment.

E. CASE STUDY
We also conduct case study of the proposed method by track-
ing the local feature discovered in our model. Notice that
since for efficient consideration, we didn’t record detailed
information about where does the max pooling value actually
come from. It is not an easy job to track the activate words
come from.

To execute case study, we conduct experiment on a small
portion (1 %) of Amazon P. dataset. We record the features
kept in the max pooling layer, then we backtrack the process
to restore the word vectors that contribute the discovered local
features. To show it more intuitive, we transform the word
vector back to their original word representation. To make
the representation more clear, we also attach the neighbour
context.

Table 2 shows several examples that a discontinuous local
features were discovered by LSS-CNN model. For example,
text sequence ‘‘it was very boring all through out the book’’,
one filter of our model capture very boring book as the local
feature, which fairly accurately captured the local informa-
tion. Another interesting discovery is that sincewe do not take
punctuation mark into account, the words constructing a local
feature can across two sentence. For example, In the sentence
‘‘It’s a great book. But the Mindstorms microproessor is now
NXT’’, a filter capture the word great but as the maximum
activate value, which is just good to reflect the inversion of
the semantics.

F. COMPARISON WITH EXISTING METHODS
We compared our model with several existing state-of-art
models including linear model [32], TextCNN [11], LSTM
models [31], dynamic pooling CNN model [12], character-
level CNN model [13] and densely connected CNN attention
model [15].

The results are listed in Table 3. The proposed model out-
performs most of the existing models on most datasets. Our
proposed approach LSS-CNN show significant advantage on
large datasets (eg. Yahoo, Amazon F.) because the proposed
model can effectively capture complicated deeper local fea-
tures in the text data. Take TextCNN model for a compar-
ison. Our method outperform TextCNN in all the datasets.
We believe the reason is that scope-based convolution in
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TABLE 3. Accuracy of all the models on the eight datasets.

LSS-CNN capture better local features than window-based
structure in TextCNN. And our method is quite easy to
find a good setting. To find a good setting, it needs to try
different combinations of window sizes. And in the exper-
iment, in AG, Sogou, and DBPedia the best performance
for TextCNN was found with combination of window sizes
as [3, 4, 5, 7, 11, 15, 20, 25]; while for Yelp P. dataset and
Yelp F. dataset, the best performance is found with window
sizes [2, 3, 4, 5, 9, 11, 17, 22]; and for Amazon P., Amazon F.
and Yahoo datasets, the best performance is found with
[3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 15, 25]. While our approach just need to try
a few different scope size. Actually in all the experiments,
we just fixed k = 5 for all the datasets. This is in line with
our claim that our proposed SCNNmodel is more flexible and
more easy setting to capture complicated local features.

Compared with densely connected CNN attention model,
our approach just require 3 convolutional layers to achieve
a good result, while we can achieve higher accuracy com-
pared with the densely connected CNN attention model with
6 convolutional layers.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present LSS-CNN, a new large-scale
scope-based convolutional neural network for solving text
classification problem. Different from CNN, which uses
a sliding window to capture local feature, LSS-CNN is
based on a concept called scope. We propose scope con-
volution operation, which is more flexible and efficient to
capture complicated local features such as variable length
phrases or discontinuous phrases in the text data. We also
propose aggregate optimization to accelerate the convolution
operation and still able to capture the deeper local infor-
mation. We also utilize a pooling mechanism to reduce the
dimension of the representation for fully connect network,
and parallel training to boost the model. We verify the effec-
tiveness of the method by conducting experimental study on
eight real text datasets, and compare our proposedmodel with
the existing state-of-the-art approaches. The result demon-
strates that our proposed model can achieve the competitive
performance.
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